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trigger warnings
This issue covers some sensitive topics

and may be triggering for some

readers. Each article will be marked

with a specific TW and we advise

readers to seek support if needed.

 

Dear readers,

We will discuss the theme ‘women’s sexual pleasure’
in this issue. It is an exciting follow up from our last
issue on 'pornography and sex education', so check that
out first, if you haven’t, as the readings with this one
complement one another well. 

First, you will encounter an article on the connections
between social norms towards women’s pleasure and
women’s sexual autonomy. Then, you will read a
poem on pleasure, in which our writer makes a parallel
between the joy of touching and indulging oneself
with food and women’s sexual pleasure. You will
move to an opinion piece about our writer’s
reflections on sexual satisfaction and navigating sex
life in the UK. In our last piece, you will read an article
on the oppressive norms, based on the male gaze and
patriarchy, towards women’s sexuality and pleasure. 

I hope you enjoy your reading and to see you next
month. 

Renata Guimarães Naso
Editor 

* linked to Instagram page for more information

https://www.instagram.com/troty__/
https://www.ourstreetsnow.org/support


Why does female pleasure always need that premodifier – female
– in its introduction? Like a female comedian or female doctor,
even the female orgasm requires its own little disclaimer in a
male-dominated world. Women’s enjoyment of sex hasn’t always
been seen as merely a bonus; throughout much of prehistory, it
was a vital and sacred part of the human experience.(1) The trope
of women suffering from a lack of gratification in sexual
relationships has become embedded in our popular culture. There
are few lengthy articles about men’s uphill struggle for orgasms,
but for women, entire magazine stands are dedicated to its
absence and the hundreds of ways to achieve it. The infamous
orgasm gap between the sexes is widely accepted as just an
unfortunate side effect of the female anatomy. But just because
something has become normalised doesn’t mean it’s justified or
necessary. As a society, we lack the vocabulary, knowledge and
often courage to discuss the fact that female pleasure isn’t
getting the attention it deserves.

What does society’s attitude
towards female pleasure tell
us about how it regards
women’s sexual autonomy?
Our writer unpacks the
cultural stigma that puts
women's sexual satisfaction
second.

Written by EMILY JAMES

ARTICLE

I’ll focus on cisgender women in heterosexual relationships in
response to the deeply entrenched values system that has been
built around this group throughout history. These traditional
narratives still underpin the sexual dynamics in many Western
societies and form a benchmark that all relationships, including
those of LGBTQ+ people, are subsequently held to. By directly
acknowledging the original blueprint for heteronormative
pairings between cisgender individuals, we can then examine
how its application to other sexualities is inappropriate and
harmful.

For most people, their first encounters with sex come from two
places: sex education in school and pornography. These could
hardly be more polar opposites. While the bare biological
essentials are taught in classrooms, the remaining guesswork is
left to the internet. Neither of these does a good enough job
educating young people in preparation for real-life sexual
relationships. The UK curriculum takes a significantly narrow
approach. Topics like LGBTQ+ relationships, consent and
abortion have only been introduced in recent years. A 2021 poll
conducted on Relationship and Sex Education (RSE) found that
46% of pupils reported learning nothing about pleasure.

Illustration by  PRAGYA SRIKANTH

TW sexual violence, consent.

The PleasureThe Pleasure
ParadoxParadox

>>
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https://www.sexeducationforum.org.uk/news/news/new-polling-shows-young-people-are-being-failed-poor-relationships-and-sex-education
https://www.instagram.com/pinqala.studio/
https://www.instagram.com/pinqala.studio/
https://www.instagram.com/pinqala.studio/
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meet our
writer 

Emily is a 26-year-old
social media manager and
artist based in
Nottingham, UK. Her
creative work centres
around love, sex and
death.

>>

>>         If young people aren’t aware of even the most fundamental
aspects of sex (how powerful and rewarding it can be), is it much
of a surprise that they’re turning to porn to fill in the blanks?
Fearmongering about painful first encounters, teenage
pregnancy, and no mention of orgasms, only compounds an
atmosphere of shame. This then sets girls up to believe sex is
something they’ll have to endure rather than enjoy, an attitude
that directly feeds into society’s strict limitations on women’s
bodily autonomy.(2) This hardly seems like an enlightened
approach in an age that prides itself on improving the lives of
women and girls.

While plenty of people deride porn [often for valid reasons], at
the end of the day, it’s not the adult entertainment industry's job
to be teaching life lessons to impressionable young minds.
Curiosity about sex is entirely natural; it becomes an issue when
it’s not equipped with the supporting knowledge to make
informed decisions. As mainstream porn continues to proliferate in
response to the sheer abundance of content available, it’s easier
than ever for young people to find videos they’re unequipped to
respond critically to. 

With such an enormous chunk of porn being catered for a
straight male audience, women’s pleasure is depicted as either
entirely absent or unrealistically performative; neither fosters a
healthy mindset for adolescents seeking guidance or doing their
own research.

More and more teenage girls report unwanted and violent sexual
encounters with partners keen to emulate what they’ve seen
online.(3) Little or no teaching on the importance of consent,
enjoyment, and respect means many teenagers feel entitled to
mimic explicit acts with unwilling partners. It was only in 2020
that ‘porn literacy’ was added to the sex-ed curriculum in the UK.
This involves encouraging students to critically approach the
content they see online, helping them distinguish how it differs
from real-life scenarios. It also opens up communication,
enabling teens to question any subtext and stereotypes being
depicted. However, the very recent addition of this topic means
an entire generation who grew up alongside the internet had no
such guidance.(4) 
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https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2010/jul/02/gail-dines-pornography
https://dailyevergreen.com/18487/special-editions/sex-edition/sex-edition-2017/how-women-are-treated-in-the-porn-industry/


A study at the University of Indiana revealed that heterosexual
women fared the worst [across lesbian/gay, bisexual and straight
relationships] when it came to orgasms during partnered sex. Of
the women surveyed, lesbians reported the most satisfaction,
followed by bisexual women and then women in heterosexual
relationships. Men ranked higher than all of these. It’s not hard to
see the factor obstructing female pleasure. Arguments that
women aren’t biologically designed to enjoy sex pale in the face
of data that shows, actually, women who pair with other women
are doing just fine. This suggests that a requirement for equal
pleasure is absent from the archetype of heterosexual
relationships and that men aren’t as well educated about the
female anatomy as women are themselves. This would align with
the data referenced earlier about substandard sex education in
schools. Can we really be surprised that two already marginalised
phenomena - same-sex relationships and female pleasure -
appear to have some correlation? The overlap between these two
in that they both deviate from the social norm of catering to male
pleasure is hard to ignore. When sex is approached without a
heteronormative script, it appears women are more able to
advocate for and satisfy their needs.

The study also reported that women who experienced the most
pleasure cited several contributing factors, including better
communication in bed, longer foreplay, and expressing emotions
during sex. So if the key to female sexual satisfaction is as simple
as taking these things into account, what does it say about
society’s approach to intimacy that so many women are still
struggling with? Should we be looking more closely at why men
aren’t considering their partners’ needs rather than trying to work
out what's ‘wrong’ with so many women who all share a common
denominator?

Despite being an issue that arises almost exclusively from
partnered sex, women’s difficulty accessing pleasure is framed as
a personal failing. And yet many women prefer masturbation to
sex precisely because they find it more pleasurable, countering
the notion that it’s their fault they’re unable to achieve an orgasm
with their male partner. The reluctance of society to question the
competence of heterosexual men when it comes to their partners’
satisfaction is palpable. A ‘boy’s club’ mentality turns women’s
disappointing experiences into punchlines, minimising the problem
until it’s seen as par for the course. As long as sex education
leaves young people mystified about such basic anatomy as the
clitoris, it’s no wonder that so many adults assume that
unsatisfying sex is just the way it’s meant to be. When the female
body is made to seem mystifyingly complex, it follows suit that
pleasure is written off as well.

Concepts like ‘consciousness raising’ could and historically have
helped women with intimate issues like pleasure. The simple notion
of people gathering to share their own experiences and ask
questions has been around for centuries and was particularly
encouraged by feminist movements in the 60s and 70s. 

           Whether through political boundaries opposing women’s
right to vote while setting laws that affected them, or religious
boundaries, sexual pleasure has historically been reserved for
men. In times when the church deemed sex to be solely for
procreation, it was still men who were getting to enjoy
themselves in the process. All of this plays into the
Madonna/Whore complex that originated in Christian societies,
wherein women are either too ‘frigid’ and not sexually available
enough, or they’re considered ‘loose’ and merely consumed by
their desires. The middle ground is a deliberately impossible
place to find, but that doesn’t stop society from expecting
women to try.(5) It’s much easier to suppress a swathe of the
population if they’re busy trying to fit into an unrealistic,
unpleasurable mould.

Colonialism introduced this dichotomy to cultures that previously
enjoyed their own interpretations of sexuality. Many women of
colour have never been afforded the ‘purity’ of this complex due
to racist stereotyping; their ethnicity has marked them out to be
viewed as sexually promiscuous. This misogynoir persists, often
stripping Black girls of their childhood by sexualising them at a
young age. The racialisation of pleasure throughout history can
still be seen in the way Black and Asian women face stereotypes
implying that they’re exotic objects for white male pleasure.
From race-specific porn categories to predatory behaviour
towards these groups on dating apps, the fetishisation of women
of colour is a centuries-old problem so deeply ingrained that it’s
been normalised. On the flip side of the coin, white women have
more commonly been viewed as wife/mother material, albeit
with the caveat of being seen as prudish and boring. This
contrast deliberately avoids affording full personhood to any
woman outside of her capacity to please men in one way or
another.

Women’s pleasure is pathologised, and the derogatory use of the
term ‘nympho’ is still with us today. Nymphomania was described
in the 1700s as "a female disease characterised by morbid and
uncontrollable sexual desire in women". We rarely hear of its
male counterpart [Satyriasis] because society has never held
men to the same sexual standard. For centuries, female
masturbation and same-sex relationships were treated as mental
illnesses, deviating from the accepted narrative that women’s
highest form of fulfilment came solely from caring for others,
whether that was a husband or children. This trope in itself
ignores that for many working women and women of colour, the
role of stay-at-home mother wasn’t feasible. But disrupting this
ideal would mean that women sought purpose outside the home
and its traditionally gendered roles, a concept that was
unthinkable for much of history. Positioning this ambition as an
illness was an effective way of punishing those who strived for
more and dissuading others from following suit. This often
involved inhumane corrective ‘treatments’ in institutions.(6) While
women are now less likely to be committed to asylums on
account of their sexual proclivities, the social stigma still lingers.

>>
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https://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/love-sex/heterosexual-women-orgasm-sex-less-other-demographics-lgbt-lesbian-gay-study-chapman-indiana-university-kinsey-institute-a7595181.html
https://www.theodysseyonline.com/women-prefer-masturbation
https://daily.jstor.org/consciousness-raising-groups-and-the-womens-movement/
https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2015/oct/05/what-is-misogynoir
https://www.forbes.com/sites/janicegassam/2021/02/07/what-is-fetishization-and-how-does-it-contribute-to-racism/?sh=348f6e4e6e39
https://www.etymonline.com/word/nymphomania


Although it’s encouraging that sexual empowerment has seen a
resurgence in recent years, exploding into mainstream culture, it’s
been a double-edged sword. For every wave of progress, there
have come commercial opportunities to exploit it. Would better
communication and a shift in our cultural scripts be as beneficial
for women’s pleasure as the ever-expanding market for sex toys is
for our capitalist society? Is the emotional burden of obtaining
sexual satisfaction simply turning into a financial one if we don’t
address the root causes of the disparity? This raises questions
about the viability of capitalism and female sexual empowerment
surviving alongside each other. It could be perceived that
businesses have a vested interest in gatekeeping female pleasure
in order to sell more of their products as a solution. After all, it’s not
unusual for companies to co-opt popular social movements to
boost sales and improve their own reputation. In the same way that
birth control methods are heavily weighted towards being women’s
responsibility, so is the pleasure during sex, despite two people
being involved in it. Whatever the solution, when female pleasure is
openly taught, attended to, and depicted realistically, it opens
itself up to women who previously hadn’t realised they could
experience it for themselves.

           In the age of social media, it would be valuable to see
more resources dedicated to these practices. However, until
censorship [particularly of content surrounding sex, women’s
health, sex work, and the LGBTQ+ community] is tackled online, it
will continue to be a struggle. It’s an injustice that posts about
women enjoying healthy, fulfilling sex lives are often the first to
be removed by the same algorithms which somehow struggle to
deal with inflammatory and violent content.

>>

inspiring reading
TITLE Dead Blondes and Bad Mothers:
Monstrosity, Patriarchy and the Fear of
Female Power
AUTHOR Sady Doyle
PUBLISHER Melville House
YEAR 2019
LANGUAGE English
GENRE Non-fiction
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(1) Eisler, Rianne Tennehaus. (1995). Sacred Pleasures: Sex, Myth and the
Politics of the Body - New Paths to Power and Love. Harper Collins. p. 15.
(2) Srinivasan, Amia. (2021). The Right To Sex. Bloomsbury. p.81.
(3) Thompson, Rachel. (2021). Rough. Square Peg. p. 70.
(4) Srinivasan, Amia. (2021). The Right To Sex. Bloomsbury. p. 62.
(5) Doyle, Sady. (2016). Trainwrecks: The Women We Love to Hate, Mock,
and Fear . . . and Why. Melville House. p. 12, p. 237.
(6) Taylor, Jessica. (2022). Sexy But Psycho: How the Patriarchy Uses
Women’s Trauma Against Them. Constable.

"Should we be looking
more closely at why men
aren’t considering their
partners’ needs rather
than trying to work out
what's ‘wrong’ with so
many women who all

share a common
denominator?

https://www.bustle.com/p/birth-control-is-a-womans-responsibility-but-why-18747191


Join Me at theJoin Me at theJoin Me at the
BanquetBanquetBanquet

Written by CARRIE PLAPP Illustration by LUCILE ESCALLIER

POEM
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https://www.instagram.com/studio.notagraphe/
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I want to burst life open like a watermelon.

I want to shove my hands into its cold, juicy insides

and shovel the crunchy sweetness into my mouth by the pawful,

chunks dripping from my chin onto the soft bulge of my belly.

I don’t want to drizzle pleasures over my world like honey on

toast

I want to dunk strawberries in it and lick the sticky trails from my

fingers.

I want to love life like a two-year-old loves spaghetti,

plunging in face-first and leaving stains on my cheeks

throwing off joy like globs of sauce.

But when life sheds the sweet and savory

in favor of the acrid and bitter, as it sometimes must,

then you, my darling, are the fat, the acid, the tenderizing heat.

In my rawest moments, I want your embrace

cleansing my palate and soothing my burnt soul.

Give me your charred cakes, your bitter herbs,

and I will feed you my pomegranates and chocolate,

and together we’ll relish this feast we have made.



Sexual pleasure can be a minefield. Many individuals’

first experience of sex is watching an “intimate”

scene in a film or porn (half-intrigued, half-terrified).

Particularly with heterosexual porn, male pleasure is

frequently the goal. Within this genre of porn, women

are presented as objects to please men rather than

two people with the mutual goal of an orgasm or at

least achieving some degree of sexual enjoyment. In

a Vice article titled 'Women Talk About the First Time

They Watched Porn', one interviewee explains, “I was

quite mature when I first watched, which meant there

was a conflict between recognising it was fake and

unhelpful for women [...] it is an industry ruled by men

that is often damaging for women.” Despite the

interviewee being an older first-time porn viewer,

some younger girls consume the same content.

According to a 2020 survey, the likely age of a child’s

first exposure to porn is 13 years old in the UK.(1) There

are limited statistics referencing women’s first

pornographic viewing, but 57% of females are

thought to have been exposed to pornography

between the ages of 14 to 18.(2) When men's pleasure

is flooding your screen, it is more challenging to

navigate women's pleasure and to benefit in the

bedroom mutually. 

F I V E  T H I N G S  I ’ V E  L E A R N T  A B O U T

S E X U A L  P L E A S U R E  A S  A  S I N G L E ,

H E T E R O S E X U A L ,  W H I T E ,  B R I T I S H ,  2 2 -

Y E A R - O L D  G R A D U A T E ,  C I S  W O M A N

OPINION

A light-hearted article
discussing personal
sexual experiences. A fun,
raw and vulnerable read.

Written by MOLLY CHALFONT POLLARD

>>

Illustration by MIKI HANYU
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TW sex, consent, nudity, sexuality,
virginity, misogyny, fetishes.

In this article, I will discuss things I learned as a heterosexual, white, cis-

gender woman navigating single life at an English university and achieving

sexual pleasure, whether as an individual or with a partner. I am a quarter

Indian, but my family never met my grandfather, and I was not raised within

the Indian culture, having grown up in a white British/New Zealand

household. I acknowledge that my viewpoint is one that not all may relate to

due to my cultural background, age, sexuality, race and gender identity. Still,

I feel some aspects of these five tips or “insights” which I discuss will

resonate no matter how you identify or are culturally located.

Sexual pleasure to me means a million things: connection, intimacy,

happiness. It brings out emotions and ecstasy in me. This is what makes

sexual pleasure so unique and special. It is a kind of pleasure which feels

different, whether on your own or with various partners! Sexual pleasure

does not necessarily include an orgasm. Intimate pleasure and its definition

vary from woman to woman. The female orgasm is treated by society as the

pinnacle point of women’s sexual pleasure. Professor Osmo Kontula

describes orgasms as a deeply personal experience for each woman; “how

important orgasms were considered personally; how high was sexual desire;

how high was sexual self-esteem; and how open was sexual communication

with the partner.” To orgasm may not be a woman’s sole goal. They may

have fetishes which provide them further sexual gratification. Personally,

sexual pleasure is simply enjoying myself during a sexual experience with

another partner. An orgasm is not my goal because it puts too much

pressure on me. I prefer the experience to be more organic and to

appreciate how it differs from partner to partner.

After breaking up with my first (and only) boyfriend, I could only achieve an

orgasm through self-pleasure rather than with a partner. My standpoint on

women's pleasure has significantly progressed since my break up at 18 years

old. Pornography and films portray casual sex as fun, invigorating and

drowning in pleasure. It should be, but that is not always the case,

something I soon found out while navigating the world of casual hookups. A

term I will use a lot in this piece is 'hookup culture'.(3)

https://www.vice.com/en/article/vvavdj/women-talk-about-the-first-time-they-watched-porn
https://www.instagram.com/hanyu.miki/
https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/319671?c=167082529720


>>
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        To me, hookup culture does not always mean a one-

night stand or physical intercourse. Hookup culture can

include kissing someone on a night out, having oral sex with

someone you’re not dating, or having a 'sneaky link' (someone

whom you are seeing regularly but not exclusively). The

possibilities are endless! The most popular definition

surrounding hookup culture is one that encourages casual sex

encounters, such as one night stands, without the necessary

additives of emotional intimacy or a committed relationship.

(4) It is a term generally associated with the Western world

and was popularised by American College culture. It is

notably an Americanised term rather than that of British

origin. However, it was a term that I chose to describe casual

sex for this piece and to refer to my own sex life because it is

a term I use among my friends and a term that I relate to

regarding my sexual history. 

In the UK, the term appears more positive and less

judgemental. The term 'hookup culture' does not hold the

negative connotations it does across the pond. “America is

grappling with a different aspect of "hookup culture". The

moral panic over sluttish young women engaging in no-

strings-attached dalliances had been simmering for some

time”. Women are considered wild and untamed in America

for engaging in casual sex. However, it is a more accepted

term in the UK, with less extreme opinions surrounding the

term. A Pew Research Centre survey revealed that 48% of

Americans believe an open relationship is never acceptable,

and 24% believe consensual casual sex between two adults

not in a committed relationship is unacceptable, with 25%

believing premarital sex is never acceptable. According to

telephone surveys completed by Pew between 2018-19, 65%

of Americans identified as Christian when asked about their

religion. 

Phoebe Luckhurst describes the term “lovers” as dated and

“hooking up” as a term which simply means “our encounters

had no ceremony”. Hence, the term defines sexual

engagements as interactions with no strings attached, no

commitment, no heartbreak - music to many people’s ears!

Luckhurst coined the term as something more relatable to the

newer generations. “Usually we called what we did ‘dating’, a

word we used for everything from one-night stands to

relationships of several years.” The term provides more clarity

for those engaging in non-committal, casual relationships

where the term 'dating' feels too formal and 'one-night

stands' not enough. Rhiannon Lucy Cosslett holds similar

views on the term: “although the silly season is well under

way in Britain, we must spare a thought for our American

friends, who this summer have been bombarded with a

succession of fatuous trend pieces regarding college

"hookup culture".”

Molly is an Executive Assistant based in
Manchester. She is a passionate advocate
against sexual assault and an avid podcast
listener. Molly enjoys working out in her
free time and is improving her flexibility in
her weekly Pilates class.

meet our writer 
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LANGUAGE English
GENRE Fiction, Romance Novel

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2013/aug/21/hookup-culture-cultural-phenomenon-casual-sex
https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2020/08/20/key-takeaways-on-americans-views-of-and-experiences-with-dating-and-relationships/
https://www.pewresearch.org/religion/2019/10/17/in-u-s-decline-of-christianity-continues-at-rapid-pace/
https://www.standard.co.uk/lifestyle/london-life/modern-love-a-guide-to-the-new-london-language-of-hooking-up-a3369166.html
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2013/aug/21/hookup-culture-cultural-phenomenon-casual-sex


Many men are partaking in one-night stands with one goal: achieving

an orgasm. However, this does not include the women's orgasm. Oh,

no. It appears that some men are wired to believe when they finish,

the woman automatically does too. This is the narrative we are

painted through sex scenes in films, whether adult films or those on

the silver screen. Simultaneous orgasms between partners are at the

forefront of these scenes, despite this being far less common in

reality, especially for those engaging in sex with one another for the

first time. The gender orgasm gap is real, it’s here, and it does create

a great deal of fear. Well, for me anyway. 95% of heterosexual men

orgasm through sexual activity compared to only 65% of heterosexual

women achieving the same result.(5) Ironically, I was somewhat

surprised by how high the percentage for women was. It is important

to note this statistic is regarding an orgasm achieved through oral

sex. 81.6% of women do not orgasm from intercourse alone.(6) A

blowjob and penetrative sex will rarely help a woman climax, but the

man will likely finish in minutes through either of these methods. 

In my experience, some men genuinely want women to finish. They

actually want women to achieve the electric, mind-blowing sensation

shooting through our bodies. They want to ask questions about what

turns you on and makes you tick in the bedroom. They want to

communicate and understand you sexually. They won’t simply assume

that what they are doing is turning you on, particularly when your

bodily reaction is suggesting anything but pleasure being reached. In

my opinion, men who have been in a relationship previously are

better at helping their partner achieve an orgasm because they have

more experience doing so. Men who have never had a relationship

have lived through the same continual experience of short-term

sexual relationships and one-night stands. It can be argued they have

not had enough time to develop a sexual relationship with a woman

and therefore know less about the female anatomy in terms of

pleasure.

O U R  W O R D S  
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I find that there can be pressure to 'perform' in the bedroom,

acting as if a man’s mere touch sends you into floods of

spine-tingling pleasure to boost your sexual partner’s ego.

There is a fear of pushing against these stereotypes when you

do not achieve satisfaction through penetrative sex or even

through fingering and oral sex. It can be intimidating,

worrying you will emasculate your partner and, more

importantly, you may not feel comfortable doing so even if

your partner appears kind and understanding. Clinical

sexologist Sunny Rodgers explains, “Clients I speak with have

shared with me that they don’t want their partners to judge

them for their sexual desires in case their partner thinks their

request is strange or out of character”. It is clear that sexual

anxiety is ever-present for many people in the bedroom. This

anxiety is not restricted to those engaging in casual sex; those

in monogamous and polyamorous heterosexual and queer

relationships can face the same barriers. Sarah Sommers,

Creative Director of VProud - a company which produces a

video series covering various mental health issues affecting

women - explains, “I think too many women are

uncomfortable taking control of their own sexual pleasure and

understanding what feels good and how to make themselves

feel good.” Sometimes a lack of communication or self-

pleasure in the bedroom can be due to a lack of confidence,

which stems from a lack of experience and knowledge.

How are you supposed to know its existence when you are not

exposed to something, whether in pop culture or school? I

didn’t even know girls could masturbate until I was 17. Looking

back, it is surreal. I was never aware I could achieve such

pleasure on my own until I was almost a legal adult. Sex is

presented as a taboo and awkward subject in schools, a topic

lightly brushed over. I was taught the bare minimum at school:

sperm meets egg, and always use a condom. Condoms were

thought to be the ultimate saviour from everything bad in the

world. Our sexual education was focused on the basic facts

of reproduction and male-orientated. Assessment and

Qualifications Alliance UK (AQA) sparked controversy in 2021

when they removed Zoe Sugg’s Zoella website from its

syllabus after deeming some of the content on the website

“unsuitable”, implying that Sugg’s blog was not school friendly

with articles like ‘The Best Sex Toys to Spice Up Your Life in

2021’. Sugg and her team publicly disagreed with AQA’s

choice explaining the importance of teenage girls exploring

their bodies and self-pleasure. I was never educated on

women's self-pleasure; I knew boys would have a “wank”, but I

didn’t really think about the female equivalent.

Growing up, my friends and I never spoke about women's

pleasure, and when I discovered masturbation, I felt shameful

even thinking about such things. I felt embarrassed seeking

satisfaction without the assistance of a partner; I somehow

felt dirty. Because it was never spoken about, I associated the

act as something done in secret and, therefore, something to

be ashamed of. >>

For me, to achieve pleasure, I must communicate what I want. I found

masturbation is a wonderful tool to explore my body and talk with a

partner about what works for me. When I am comfortable within my

own body and achieving my own pleasure, it can be easier to explain

my desires in the bedroom and guide my partner. I can never stop

learning when it comes to sex. Honesty is often matched with

honesty, benefiting both parties involved. However, this is easier said

than done. I am still learning to do this myself. Being honest in bed is

scary because you feel exposed. There is an immediate vulnerability

in the bedroom for cis-gendered women and other marginalised

genders, such as the non-binary and transgender community. 

Most One-Night Stands Do NOT Care

About Your Enjoyment

Communication and Education are Key

https://www.elitedaily.com/p/speaking-up-during-sex-isnt-always-easy-but-heres-why-its-worth-it-17015735
https://time.com/4277947/female-pleasure-video/
https://www.google.com/url?q=https://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/zoe-sugg-zoella-gcse-sex-toy-review-b1795267.html&sa=D&source=docs&ust=1652445477642822&usg=AOvVaw3_GwyUtPOVvkrWcFqs3SKC
https://zoella.co.uk/2021/01/13/the-best-sex-toys-to-spice-up-your-life-in-2021/
https://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/zoe-sugg-zoella-gcse-sex-toy-review-b1795267.html


Experiment and Push Your

Boundaries

O U R  W O R D S  

Never slut shame anyone for embracing their sexual experiences and having multiple

partners. It is toxic, unkind and can destroy someone’s view of themselves. 

However, consent is essential when testing your or your partner’s sexual boundaries.

Exploring fetishes can be potentially dangerous when boundaries are not

communicated. I find a ‘safe word’ a great tool in ensuring no one is ever made

uncomfortable or left experiencing unwanted physical and psychological harm.

Experimenting can often be more beneficial when you are having regular casual sex

with someone rather than a one-night stand because you are more comfortable with

the individual and more confident, resulting in more assertive communication. If you

realise something does not work in bed, that is OKAY. One should never feel ashamed

or embarrassed. If something does not work for you, it does not work for you. It is as

simple as that! Be open and honest with your partner, whether it is a one-night stand

or a long term relationship. You could give someone the courage to do the same! Sex

is a process, and it won’t always be perfect, but you can always learn from each

experience.
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        Sex coach Georgia Grace explains,

“These sexual scripts teach that masturbation is

something young boys can joke about,

compare stories and even bond over — they

are taught masturbation is an impulse and

something very normal and even biological for

them to want and need. Though, for girls,

women, LGBTQIA+ young people, they are

taught that the very thought of them touching

their body for pleasure is shameful, disgusting

and wrong.” Similarly to Sugg, Grace relates

this shame to the lack of education given to

young people when they need it most.

Education systems and the media need to

remove shame and stereotypes from sex

education and women's pleasure so that future

generations do not have to face the same

confusion and guilt.

>>

Until recently, I was very reserved in bed. I

couldn't let go and simply went through the

motions of sexual intercourse. I thought being

“on top” was a little risqué. For me, that was

pushing my boundaries. And that is okay if that

is as far as you wish to experiment sexually, but

I knew there was a world out there waiting for

me. Still, for so long, my inhibitions have been

holding me back. I was sexually satisfied in my

previous relationship, and I could achieve an

orgasm every time we engaged in sexual acts.

However, I got comfortable. I knew what

worked for me, for us, and stuck with it. I

assumed it was 'one size fits all' when reality

juxtaposed my initial thoughts completely.

When I became single, I soon discovered these

methods did not work for me when I was with

other sexual partners. Being single has allowed

me to get to know myself in a way I never could

in a relationship. I could experiment and see

what turns me on and works with different

partners. I discovered what I love about my

body and how I like it to be loved. My one-

night stands have allowed me to find new

things I like, kinks I would’ve never expected to

enjoy. I have discovered different kinds of sex.

The ability to be sexually free, not living by the

constraints of a monogamous relationship, is a

beautiful thing. 

"Being single has allowed me to
get to know myself in a way I

never could in a relationship. I
could experiment and see what

turns me on and works with
different partners. I discovered
what I love about my body and

how I like it to be loved."

>>

https://www.refinery29.com/en-au/shame-associated-with-masturbation
https://www.refinery29.com/en-au/shame-associated-with-masturbation


If you are having casual sex, use protection. The pill is great for

protecting against pregnancy, but it does not protect against

sexually transmitted infections (STI), something we often forget.

When I first indulged in hookup culture, I had unprotected sex. I

enjoyed the 'connection', the freedom, the whole experience. A

couple of years into my single life, I reflected and realised how

ignorant I was being. STIs can be detrimental to one’s health,

and they can negatively impact one’s fertility and cause pelvic

inflammatory disease and even cervical cancer. Unless

someone shows you proof of a negative STI test, run with the

assumption they have not been tested and may be carrying

around an infection. Using a condom does not drastically

decrease the enjoyment of sex, not for a one-night stand

anyway.  

A study published in 2007 experimented with 80 women and 35

men who had engaged in vaginal intercourse. Participants

were asked two questions about their recent vaginal

intercourse: how many times they had been involved in vaginal

sex in the past three months and which of those encounters

involved a condom. “Men rated unprotected sex as significantly

more pleasurable than did women. Additionally, women’s

pleasure decrement scores were significantly smaller than

men’s, and accounted for only 8% of the variation in condom

use, versus 30% for men.”(7) This study helps fight the argument

that condoms do not decrease sexual pleasure when used in

vaginal intercourse. Of course, satisfaction differs from person

to person, but condoms are not a defining factor in whether

one feels pleasure when engaging in vaginal intercourse. 

Healthline reported a medically reviewed article by Dr Janet

Brito discussing the importance of condoms and dental dams

being used when engaging in oral sex as many STIs can be

passed through this method of sex. Kimberly Holland explains,

“You’ll still be able to feel pressure, warmth, and movement. In

fact, one person says that oral sex with a condom feels 'about

80 percent there'. They went on to say that the overall

sensation is on par with what they experience during vaginal

intercourse.” Holland discusses the benefits of oral protection in

the article. However, it is impossible to miss that the latter

quotation states 80% sensation rather than 100%, which no

woman wants to hear! 

Nevertheless, it can be challenging to decipher whether

someone is STI free when it comes to one-night stands. You

may want to weigh the two options of safe oral sex, where you

may experience a less intense sensation or unprotected oral

sex with more stimulation but with the risk of getting an STI. 

O U R  W O R D S   

(1) British Board of Film Classification. (2020). Young people, pornography & age-verification.
BBFC
(2) Paul J. Wright. (2021). “Preliminary Insights from a U.S. Probability Sample on Adolescents’
Pornography Exposure, Media Psychology, and Sexual Aggression”, Journal of Health
Communication, 26(1): 1-13.
(3) Justin R. Garcia, Chris Reiber, Sean G. Massey, and Ann M. Merriwether. (2012). ‘Sexual
Hookup Culture: A Review’. Review of General Psychology, 16(2): 161-176. P.1
(4) Donna Freitas. (2013). The End of Sex: How Hookup Culture is Leaving a Generation Unhappy,
Sexually Unfulfilled, and Confused About Intimacy. Basic Books, New York.
(5) David A. Frederick, H.Kate St John, Elisabeth A. Lloyd. (2018). Differences in orgasm frequency
among gay, lesbian, bisexual, and heterosexual men and women in a US national sample.
Archives of sexual behavior, 47(1): 273-288.P.273-288
(6) Debby Herbenick, Tsung-Chieh Fu, Jennifer Arter, Stephanie A. Sanders and Brian Dodge,
(2018). Women’s Experiences with Genital Touching, Sexual Pleasure, and Orgasm: Results From
a U.S. Probability Sample of Women Ages 18 to 94. Journal of sex & marital therapy, 44(2): 201-
212.
(7) Mary E. Randolph, corresponding author Steven D. Pinkerton, Laura M. Bogart, Heather Cecil,
and Paul R. Abramson. (2007). Sexual Pleasure and Condom Use. Arch Sex Behav., 36(6): 844-
848.
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Ultimately, the choice is yours, but the risk of STIs is ever-present,

and it may just be worth waiting till you both have the all-clear

before diving 'down there' with no equipment to protect your

sexual health.
Safety is Sexy

Meeting People is Hard. Do It Yourself!

I took meeting people for granted at university, whether friends,

boys, or a simple hookup. There were so many people with a similar

mentality of wanting to have sex without the formalities of a

relationship. Post university, life is different. You aren’t going out

every week with people the same age as you and living the same

lifestyle. Despite no longer being at university and being

surrounded by this way of living, as an allosexual person (i.e.,

anyone who feels sexual attraction for other people), I crave

sexual intimacy. Being with a man turns me on more than

masturbating because I find the sexual experience more gratifying.

However, for asexual people, who still have sexual desires,

masturbating can be their sole means to an orgasm as they do not

have a sexual attraction to other people and have no desire to

have a partner during sex.

This point leads to my final piece of advice: Get. A. Vibrator. I was

scared to buy one for so long; I was concerned I’d never achieve

an orgasm with a partner again and afraid of allowing myself to

experience a solo pleasure. I was 21 when I got my first vibrator,

and I have never looked back. It is so empowering. You are in

control of your orgasm and the amount of pleasure you wish to

achieve. The natural desire for sexual intimacy doesn’t disperse by

any means, but it certainly helps to know that I can reach sexual

satisfaction alone. Solo sexual pleasure is by no means the enemy.

If you are allosexual, it does not lessen the possibility of mutual

sexual pleasure. It is just another means to achieve orgasm. For

me, it is a tool to understand my body better and find mechanisms

to fulfil my sexual wants and needs. You have to see what works

for you. Feel empowered to make your own choices. Everyone is

different. There is no right way to conduct your sexual life, and

more importantly, there is no right way to experience pleasure. As

long as you are safe and the act is consensual, YOU DO YOU! 

https://www.niaid.nih.gov/diseases-conditions/sexually-transmitted-diseases#:~:text=In%20addition%2C%20STDs%20can%20cause,infants%20born%20to%20infected%20mothers
https://www.healthline.com/health/healthy-sex/oral-sex-with-a-condom
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/eutils/elink.fcgi?dbfrom=pubmed&retmode=ref&cmd=prlinks&id=17909960


In a world increasingly
accepting of sexual
freedoms, we still face
hurdles to overcome. Many
women face continued
pressure to live up to a male
view of female sexuality, as
well as hyper-sexualisation,
leading to discrimination
and contributing to rates of
sexual violence.

The idea of the ‘Madonna’ and the ‘Whore’ is a notion of

female sexuality deep-rooted into our society and a

dichotomy designed as a method of control. The ‘Madonna’ is

the idea of the virtuous woman who conforms to society’s

strict rules around female sexuality. Any sexual discretion

from this ideal, and consequent subversion of patriarchal

standards, would strip you of your virtue, rendering you a

‘Whore'. Evidently, this is a very polarised view of female

sexuality, with no nuance nor a middle ground to occupy. The

sexual liberation movement of the 1960s railed against these

labels as women began engaging in sex more freely. The

invention of the contraceptive pill allowed women to engage

in ‘plastic sex’ (i.e., seeking sex simply for its pleasure) within

marriage and eventually outside of it.(1) Of course, labels

such as ‘whore’ and ‘slut’ persist in our society, being used on

average 419,000 times a day on Twitter alone, but the

movement was a massive leap forward in terms of women

claiming their bodies for themselves.(2)

TW sexual violence.

ARTICLE

BETWEEN A ROCK
AND A HARD PLACE

 
Written by AVA WOOD

However, one unintended side effect of the sexual revolution was an

expectation upon women to no longer simply be virtuous but to also be

sexually active. Stigmatisation around not having sex formed with

connotations of frigidness and prudeness, and its presence has

become more evident in recent years. The consequence is that women

continue to be stuck between two impossible standards, and in an

effort to conform, they often focus on a male view of their sexuality

rather than their own. The increasing trend of hyper-sexualisation

through the male gaze also discriminates against women who do not

conform to the male standard, increasing pressure on them to be

sexually active and contributing to rates of sexual violence.

The preference for ‘sex-positive feminism’ has brought a concern with

not appearing ‘frigid’, a notion that only furthers the agenda of those

wanting to exploit female bodies for their own financial or sexual gain.

Lewis describes this phenomenon with particular reference to the porn

industry, which is extremely exploitative of women’s bodies and

fetishises ethnic stereotypes.(3) In porn, women are simultaneously

stripped of their autonomy and exploited in the name of sexual

freedom. As porn filters into everyday life, it influences how we view

sex, creating unattainably high standards for female sexuality whilst

simultaneously shaming the porn actors who meet this standard. In this

way, women are stuck fighting on two fronts - to not be a ‘whore’ as

per traditional stereotypes, but also not to be a prude and live up to

the new expectation of being sexual.

Another presentation of this impossible standard is the media's

portrayal of women’s bodies. Focusing on Hollywood films, a third of

female roles are sexualised (in particular, women are three times more

likely than men to be shown partially naked), and only 28% of major

speaking parts are women.(4) >>

Illustration by FELICITAS EVA
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how female sexuality is used as a method of control

https://www.instagram.com/felicitas_eva_illustrations/


However, in the end, the debate over female sexuality is not

clear-cut. As feminists, we often cannot decide whether many

depictions of sexualised women are liberating or objectifying.

‘Sex-positive feminism’ is freeing in many ways, as it celebrates a

woman’s right to bodily autonomy and sexual expression.

However, to take it at face value is to ignore that we do not live in

a world impervious to factors of repression and that, therefore,

unequivocally celebrating a woman’s choice to be sexual is not

always effective. Srinivasan pushes us to consider inherent factors

of ‘fuckability’ - women are able to be more sexually free when

they fit into society’s pre-determined mould of white, thin, able-

bodied and straight. Considering the impact of intersecting

identities and the limitations of sex-positive feminism shows just

how impossible it is to adhere to the mould of the perfect woman

as created by society. This mould is a form of patriarchal control,

created through women being sexualised on male terms and

being encouraged to participate in sex for male gratification

rather than their own.(7) 

The obvious conclusion is that we should be able to be sexual or

non-sexual on our own terms and without exploitation or

expectation from male influence. However, this is easier theorised

than done, primarily because “a woman's right to choose what

she wants to do to or with her own body is [often] stolen from her,

and offered up to the general public to dissect at will.” In short,

patriarchal society believes that it owns female sexuality and

pleasure. If we acknowledged that a woman’s body and what she

does with it is hers alone, we would go a long way to solving the

issue. Nona Willis Aronowitz puts it best by saying, “Women’s

liberation should not be ‘about fending off men’s sexuality,’… ‘but

being able to embrace your own.'”

REVIEW

        When we break this statistic down, only 20% of these were

Black women, 5% were Latina, and 7% were Asian. Bates points

out that this is largely due to a disproportionate number of

directors and writers being (white) men and, therefore, this

unrealistic presentation of women and their sexuality is due to a

gender and racial power imbalance.(5) While the women’s

liberation movement did much to push for sexual freedoms, the

ever-present male power does not allow women a fair chance

to claim their bodies for themselves. “As goes the fate for many

feminist victories, patriarchal society was able to warp sexual

freedom for women into sexual accessibility for men”.

News and media publications are guilty of the same crimes. Now

that women’s bodies are theoretically liberated, they are used

to sell and sell hard. Bates details article after article that

capitalises on women’s bodies through sexual objectification

and highlights the sexual stereotypes continually being used; the

half-naked woman in a music video, the constant comparison of

female bodies, and the focus on a woman's cleavage instead of

her mind. Along with these general stereotypes, the media

places marginalised women into even smaller boxes. Bates uses

the examples of the hyper-sexualised lesbian, the "fierce,

exotic" Black woman, or the "submissive Asian", to name a few.

(6) These depictions pull on harmful stereotypes and reinforce

them, subsequently normalising their use against women in

everyday life. Together, these representations are used to

perpetuate the idea of the perfect woman, forcing the ordinary

woman to strive to achieve a version of their sexual life formed

through the male gaze and discriminatory fantasies rather than

being able to embrace it on their own terms.

>>

>>
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https://www.lrb.co.uk/the-paper/v40/n06/amia-srinivasan/does-anyone-have-the-right-to-sex
https://msmagazine.com/2020/08/12/tools-of-the-patriarchy-the-weaponization-of-sexual-freedom/
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/02/16/opinion/sunday/feminist-pursuit-good-sex.html
https://womenandhollywood.com/resources/statistics/2019-statistics/
https://msmagazine.com/2020/08/12/tools-of-the-patriarchy-the-weaponization-of-sexual-freedom/
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        The urgency of resolving this issue is demonstrated

by the fact that over-sexualisation in the media has been

connected to increased sexual harassment. Galdi and

Guizzo identify two routes through which this occurs.

Firstly, women being reduced to sexual objects assigns

them a decorative role and strongly emphasises their

body use. Secondly, the frequency of diminishing,

depreciating and harassing behaviour towards women in

the media normalises its use in all spaces.(8) When

occurring in the media, these behaviours have a wide-

reaching influence, sending the global-scale message

that it is acceptable to act in these ways. Importantly,

sexual harassing behaviour is a frequent precursor to

other forms of sexual violence, making the need to

combat this conduct in the media ever more critical. The

result is that today’s attitude to women's sexual freedom

has detrimental consequences for women in all areas of

their lives, ranging from continued repression to threats

of violence and discrimination.

REVIEW

>>
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"the frequency of diminishing,
depreciating and harassing

behaviour towards women in
the media normalises its use

in all spaces"
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 about us 
Our Streets Now is a campaign demanding the right of women, girls and
marginalised genders to be safe in public space. How it has started? Two
sisters, 15 and 21, spoke about how they experience the world as young
women. About feeling afraid walking home at night. About being
harassed in their school uniform. About how their lives were restricted by
the fear of harassment. Channelling this anger into change, they decided
to start a petition. Hundreds of women, girls and marginalised genders
went online to share their stories of being insulted, followed and
assaulted on the streets of Britain. Soon enough, thousands of voices
were joining the Our Streets Now movement, tired of harassment being a
‘normal’ part of growing up a girl. Our Streets Now became a community
determined to challenge the myths and taboos stopping this topic from
being discussed and challenged, out in the open. 

                                                     
Our Words is part of Our Streets Now (OSN). Within Our Words, we have a
Literary Magazine, a Book Club and events. We feature various writing
pieces on topics covered by inspiring books in the Literary Magazine. The
Book Club is an opportunity for the OSN community to engage with one
another, creating spaces of dialogue. At events, we promote interviews,
lectures, and poetry gatherings. Our Words' primary aim is collective
learning. We appreciate our members’ experiences, knowledge, and
interest.  

Join theJoin theJoin the
movementmovementmovement

now!now!now!
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